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Not Even The Snow
Can Stop The
Northeastern Illinois University

Volume 22, No. 14

Students
On Probation
If the grades you earned in the
fall trimester brought your
cwnulative grade point average
down below a 3.0. you undoubtedly have received a Jetter from the
Records Office informing you
that you are now on academic
probati"on. That letter also explained that, to avoid being
dropped for poor scholarship. you
will need to ,earn grades which
will bring your cwnulative grade
point average back up to the required 3.0 by the end of the
trimester, and stated that the
University Counseling Center has
facilities available to assist you
as you strive to redeem your record.
·

It is the custom of the Center to
send a letter to each student Ion

academic probation. inviting that
student to report to a particular
counselor on the staff whose
responsibility it is to work with
the student in returning his record to good standing. These letters will be coming out just as
soon as possible. Like so many
things these days. they have been
delayed because of weather problems.
However. it isn't necessary to
wait for a letter before you seek
help from a counselor. Please do
not hesitate to stop by the
Counseling Center. Room 115 in
the "B" Wing. any time from

9:00 to 3:30, five days a week. On
Wednesdays. the Center is open
until 8:30 at night. To be of
greatest service. the members of
lthe staff take turns in freeing up
It.heir schedules so that someone
is always available ( the
,counselor-at-large) to see students without appointments. If
you prefer. our receptionist can
help you to find a convenient time
to set up an appointment with the
counselor of your choice.
The counselors are most anxious to help students in every way
possible to success in redeeming
their records. and are looking
forward to seeing you. so be sure
to stop by Bll5.

MAT Test
that the test be taken before a
student has completed ix t6l
hours in a program.
Since only a limited number of
persons can be accommodated at
each session. RESERVATIONS
MUST BE MADE IN ADVANCE.
For reservations please call my
office in the University Counseling Center. 583-4050. extension

361 : The testing fee is $10.00 and
is payable at time and place ol
test.
. In order to achieve the best test
performance possible. you may
wish to study a copy of Barron's
" How to Prepare for the Miller
Analogies Test." one of several
,guides available. Copies are
available in libraries and
.bookstores.

The M.A.T. will be administered on Northeastern's main campus at Bryn. Mawr
and St. Louis as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Saturday,
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

Jan_uary 20, 1979
J...2nuary 20, 1979
February 16, 1979
March 10, 1979
March 10, 1979

S-101
S-101
S-101
S-101
S-101

9:00
11 : 00
6:00
9:00
11 :00

The-Last
Day For
_Validation Is
F-ebruary 2nd
Interview Schedule
for
Director of
University Relations
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

At Northeastern ·
Winter Term, 1979: The Miller
Analogies Test ( M.kT. l is a
standardized test used in the
selection of graduate students in
universities throughout the country.
It is required of students in
most of the graduate degree programs of Northeastern Illinois
University. It is recommended

Friday, January 26, 1979

a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.
a.m. - 1 :00 p.m.
p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
a .m. - 11 :00 a.m.
a.m. - ·1 :00 p.m.

S-101 is a lecture hall on the first
landing in the Science Building

Students. faculty. civil service
staff. and adrrunistrators are encouraged to attend the meetings
of candidates for Director of
University Relations.
The supervision of publications. news services. and public
relations for the university are
the primary responsibility of this
university administrative- position.
Thursday, Januaryll
Mr. Richard Katschke
1:00-2:00 pm • CC-217

Mr. Richard Katschke received his Bachelor of Science in
Journalism from Northern Illinois University. His · background includes both university
and hospital promotion as well as
·experience in fund-raising.
;publications, special events. and
news media. Mr. Katschke presently is employed by a major
university in the city of Chicago
in the area of public affairs.
Friday, January 1%
Mi. Wilma Beaty Cox
1:00-2:00 pm· CC-Zl7

Ms. Wilma Beaty Cox holds
both B:A. and M.A. degrees from
California State University in Art
History. Her present position. in ·
an eastern college. as director of
public information involves
media relations. publications.
special events. and fund-raising
activities. In addition. Ms. Cox
has served as a public relation_s
consultant to many national and
regional committees for health
organizations. education. and the
arts.
Friday, January 19
Ms. Nancy Cleary
1:00-2:00 pm -CC-217

Ms. Nancy A. Cleary is a
graduate of Northern Illinois
University. Her career in corporate public relations includes
experience in the areas of development, government and press relations. corporate communications. and program planning and management. Ms.
Cleary's most recent affiliation
was with the Encyclopedia
Britannica Education Corporation where she was director of
public relations.
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l -- letters
Stude:nt Senate _/
Officers
Elections
-

-

-~ Eng. 101C
Exposito'ry ·W riting·
Sec. 16~
Dear Sirs,
I should appreciate it if you
would include the following in the
next issue of 1be Print.
. To : All students who took my
Eng. 101C. Expository Writing
Sec. 16 during the Fall. f978 term .
It has come to my attention
that the Record Office has made
a mistake in transcribing many
of your grades. I have heard of
three cases in which· students received. respectively. an x. an F.
and a C when they should have
received a B. an A. and an A. I
have spoken to the people in
Records. and they have promised
to run my original grades
through the computer again.
However. it seems possible to me
that there ' are a number of stu-

dents who are suffering in'
silence. convinc~ that they were
graded unjustly. I should like
anyone who has received a final
grade which does not seem to
have any · relationship to the
grades received during the
course to contact me. If you cannot reach me for . any reason.
drop a self-addressed stamped
.envelope in my box. near 2--018.
'and I will mail you your correct
grade.
It seems likely to me that I
have a reputation as a demanding teacher. I do not wish to acquire one as unjust and irrational.

Sincerely.
James Tinsley
Dept. of English

Tuesday and Wednesday
January 30th and 31st
rD~_n't Forg-e t_to Vote
.

.

... .............................. ...

Where Are The Johnson's
Where indeed were the seventy-four students enrolled during
the Fall Trimester of 1978 at UNI
with the last name of Johnson?
They never seemed to exercised

.

Effective January 18, 1979, amplification equipment will be
installed for the hearing impaired on pay phones and adjacent
BLUE internal UNI restricted phones at the following locations:
.J

J r"

a l

.

TELEPHONE LOCATION
South by auditorium
A-Wing
B-Wi ng
Classroom Bldg.*
Library
Science Bldg.

PAY PHONE NUMBER
588-9523 (low)
588-9146 (low)
588-9215 (low)
588..:9208 ( 1ow)
588-9758 (low)
588-9222 (low)

CAMPUS RESTRICTED PHONE#
ext. 8109- ( low)
ext. 8107 (low)
ext. 8108 ( low)
ext. 8148 ( low)
ext. 8149 ( low)
ext. 8150 (low)

*The telephone al this location is being moved from inside the
· first floor East stairwell to the center East wall of the entrance.
Although these telephones are designed to accommodate individuals
with hearing impairments they can also be utilized as regular phones.
Large blue and white volume control ., posters will be posted at each
location to instruct users operating this device.

Off The .Track

• i J •

porarily abandoned cars have
been buried totally. Now the
police cannot find those cars to
ticket.
As far as the snow removal" is
concerned. there doesn't seem to
be any problem at all . One citizen
commented beautifully about the
snow · removal by saying .
" There' s nothing to it. The snow
will all be removed by July :
August at the latest."
When Governor Thompson
went to Florida recently. many
people raised a BIG fuss. Why? It

was a smart move. There isn't a
better place to be during a
blizzard. As a matter of fact, if
everybody in the entire
snowstorm area went to Florida.
we wouldn't have to worry about
snow removal.
The Chicago Transit Authority

their right to vote and utilize
response .. .. reaction ... there is
their opinion. While looking over quite a ·chance a change will octhe list of students during an open cur .. .a noticable change. _
space of time while awaiting stuThis-.is how voting habits of a
dents to jot down their choice of negative nature starts to appear I
how the student fee should be guess when it comes to dealing
divided . Seeing the names that with the real thing : politics .
were checked off with the present There is "quite a nwnber of
and past opinionated surveys Democrats when comparing
done earlier in the trimester. them to Republicans·· yet how do
Coming across a wide unmarked the Republicans win if at all?
section which consi!ited of all
Well ...maybe U.te Republicans
Johnson's!
treat elections as a matter of life
It isn't that the Johnson's are and death. Maybe they realize
on some kind of particular what their vote can do while most
"blacklist" ...instead this can be Democrats do not tr~t their
a good example of the many stu- rivaling counterpart . The
dents which do not exercise the Democratic voter may be inopportunity to effect UNI by fluenced by things like rain. ·
simply ,doing or;te of the surveys snow. etc while the Republican
made for the students. Sure an in- · would dare venture out when
dividual's opinion may not bring there·s a Tornado nearby.
So upon seeing or doing a surnationwide attention_or the sudden ·change that one wants. But vey. don't hesitate in thinking
given the right amount of about what your views can do.

P ~ . the offidally recopir.ed student newspaper aerving Nortbeuten1Illinois University, 5500 N. ~t. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
80625,, is p11blished each Friday during the regular ~demic year.

Sweet Chicago Snow
by Donald Czowiecki
See the sweet Chicago snow .
See it drift and see it-blow. It lies
there softly on · the ground.
because there' s ' not one plow
around.
In case you haven't noticed.
winter is upon us once again.
Wouldn't it be nice if the city
noticed it? It seems that after
almost 150 years of being a fullfledged city. those in charge
would expect snow to fall in the
winter.
Some credit must be given to
the_wonderful job the city is doing in trying to keep everything
rolling. The only problem is that
very little is rolling. but that is to
be expected since quite a few
people throughout the city have
decided to let their cars thaw out
in exactly the spot where they
left them .
The police. however. have
come up with an idea to teach
those stubborn folks a les.5on. The
plan was to ticket those cars and
then have them towed away. Unfortunately, with the continual
snowfall and the extra help of the
r ~city's snow plows. those tern-

.

Incidentally. the rea~n that
trains and buses are running so
slow is a technical one. The rubber bands that propel the
vehicles have all been used up.
The C.T.A. is now l!_waiting the
arrival of a new shipment of rubber bands which is to be delivered by the Postal System.
The people of Chicago are a
wonderful group. Each and every
person abounds with cheer and
good humor when the weather is
rough. In fact. the true human
spirit emerges in its entirety
when people attempt to board
buses trains. Bones crunch. toe~
are smashed. and prople are
tossed out the doors and windows
as happy-go-lucky folks squeeze
their bodies on.
If the Bears could recruit some
of these people they would have a
d_efensive line that a tank
couldn't get through.

deserves a round of applause for
being so honest to its patrons.
Well. that's the snowstorm in a
When the trains and buses were
running an hour late. the C.T.A. nutshell; But January isn't over
explained that they were running yet. So break out your shovels.
at IN> percent or so effieiency. dig out your homes. and get reImagine how quickly they would . ady for some more of the same.
transport their passengers at 100 , because you know what's in store
for.us next.montp .. . ;.February. ,
per<:eDt effici~y.
, ~ ...
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Material published herein is not to be confused with views expressed
bi tlie university administration.
· The editors have sole authority governing ·.u ma~~! ~ubmitted
and ~rve..the right to edit copy. Ecii~ng impli~ that editors need
not aceep~ all su6mitted material. Good journalistic standards will · ·
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tueaday, 12:00 noon, for 'the ·
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not cctnform to the standards Ht forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an-· .
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted mater•
ial.
'
Readers are eJ!COUraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confadential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged.
The office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is S83-4o50, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. .After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
dOMd, cal~ direct 583-4065.
Editor-in-chief . . . . ... ........ .. ...... . ... .. . .. Tom Groalnayer
• M81iqiag EcltGr . . .... . . .. . .. . . . . . . .... .... . Diua L S.•ders
Associate EcltGr .. ... . . .... . .. ....... . .... . ... William ......
Co-Sports Edit8rs .. . .... .. .. .. ........ Stepal, Die'- Qraclf:,e
Pbot.o Editor . . ...... . .... .. . . .... .. . ....Geerge L Raillaa Jr.
Baines, 11-.er ......... ....... .. ....... .. .. .... .Dave Badd
Grapldc Edit« .. . . ... . .... . ... .. . .... . .. . . . .. . . .l\llarll ScWb
Facalty Advisor .. .... .. .. .. .. .......... .. .. . . .. .. Tom lllllef'I

Staff: Kathy Collins, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, Robert Kosinski,
Steve Romamsk.i, A.8. Richards, Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss,
Dave Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy 1.iegler, Sue Nicol, Dave
~ulli, Duane Cerny, Robert Gerber.

Plto&otnpllen

.
.
Dick Quagliano, George L.
Raiman Jr., Steve Saunders, Rochele Gordon, Dave Doehler,
·
Arthur Misiewicz, Claire Costello.
Grapldcs; George L. Raiman J~-~ Mark Schultz.
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'. Once again _we' re · publishing
tfiis radio guide to let you know of
just some of the outstanding programming that WZRD offers the
north side of Chicago and its adjacent suburbs. As always. your
comments and suggestions are
welcome . GOOD NEWS! WZRD
has just expanded its weekly
schedule : we are now signing on
at 12 Noon Monday thru Friday ·
and at 10 a .m . on the weekends.
Each night we continue to broadcast until 10 p.m . We still want to
increase our hours in both directions and you can help. If you're
interested in any of the many
aspects o f"radio broadcasting t in :
. an alternative atmosphere) come
to the - recruitment ·meeting on
: T.uesday , s~ AnnQuncements for
details ) or stop down to our
• studios anytime across from the
auditorium. or call X518.
FRIDAY JAN. 26
Every Friday a't 2 p.m .. WZRD
presei:its 'the Gray Panthe(s
Radio Collective with their show
·· NOT F OR SENIORS. ONLY ...
' This progi:am is presented in a
magazine-style which features
il}usic . news and commentary.
, interviews arid community . announcements . . Th~ show is 'COmpletel y produced and engineered
by _th~ coll~tive and runs about
an _holir and 45·m·in.' ·
· ·
SATURDAY JAN. 27
At 12 :30 p.m . every Saturday.
WZRD presents a unique series
of community discussion regarding " DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY
'79 "

an 'international

weapons

fair scheduled for Feb. in Rosemont II. Community opposition
has been mounting foi: several
months now and this show will
give you updates and feature
co111munity leaders who will ex-

plain th-~ir positions and discuss
what action thef plan to take to
protest this arms bazarre. Approx. 1 hour.
•
SUNDAY JAN. 28 ·
At 12 noon. WZRD presents the
· · S U N D AY MOR N I NG
NIGHTMARE" · which features
the latest and most uniqµe sounds
commonlv referred to as New
Wave -mu.sic. Not for· punks only.
The shoy,• . incorj>orates many singles and LPs that have been
imported exclusively for WZRD.
This is the music you' ve heard
about but rarely get a chance to
hear. Until 3 p.m .
At 6 p.m .. WZRD presents our
house feminist radio collective.
·· WOMEN WITH WINGs.· · Each
Sunday night. ~hese ladies soar to
great heights to bring you
womens music exclusively along
with news. community announcements: ·poetry. profiles of gallant
women in history and other relevant information. They seek to
promote the imag~ of women in
oursociety an9givethee,q:iQsure
to womens: m1,1Sic and _ issues
which ha ve been largely ignored
fdr two long. Until 10 p.m . .
MONDAY JAN.·29
At 3 p.m .. WZRD will present
part 1 of a program on
"NUCLEAR POWER." This program covers the history of
nuclear power : how a nuclear
power plant works: and " the
dangers associated with normal
operations. explosions ·and accidents and reprocessing wastes.
I Part

2 tomorrow). 30minut'es.

At 7 p.m .. tune in to 88.3 FM for
a porgram which will focus in on
" POPULAR CULTURE AND
HOW IT R E F LECTS
AMERICAN LIFE ." Interviewed
will be the coordinator· of · the

'

"BE SOMEONE SPECIAL"
You can be,someone special by doing something unique for
your friends and loved _ones this coming Vaentines Day.
Have your Valentine cards and letters mailed by us from
LOVELAND Colorado. Your cards will be received with a
special message from cupid printed on the outer envelope
as well as a LOVE~AND postmark. Just send up your cards,
addressed and stamped, to us .by l:eb. 2nd and we will re- .
mail them.from LOVELAND in time for Valentines Day. Mail
us up to ~~ree cards for $1.00 or as many as seven cards for
$2.00 and we'll take care of the rest. The cost is small! Do
- somethiog special! Mail to: Communication Co., P.0.
Box
.

.
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Graduate Program of Popular
Culture at Morgan State
University. Thomas Kreps. Also
F rank McConnell o .f
Northwestern Universit y's
English Dept. will be featured . 30
min.

TUES.DAY JAN. 30
· At 3 p.m .. WZRD will present
part 2 of " NULCEAR POWER. '·'
This second part covers long:
term hazards associated with the
storing of radioactive wastes : the
interlocks between the government. the military and the corporations; and will take a look ~t
alternative sources of energy
1like solar and wind\ which can
serve our needs better and more
safely.
WEDNESDAY JAN. 31
. At7p.m . ~ZRDwillpresentan

In The.Twentieth
·· Century ·

TAURUS: The bulls may sling ·
today. but beware of low flying
blurbs . Although the early morning hours may prove·uncomforta. There com~ -~ time in every
week I'll t.a ckle the ob\tu:aries!
ble. once you get your car parked
life to take a swipe at the face of
For Friday, ~anuary 29.19 1979.: in the lot: everything should even
convention. to p reak a few soci~l
ARIES :_Now is a gi:eat time to out. You won' t be able to get to
:mores, smack a_ few old stan- aire out y~>Ur . Connie _Francis that four o'clock class on time.
:da.rds, · and geperally annoy th_e al~ums a11d check for _mold. Long · but· take solace in the 'fact that
snobs o(civilization. Since I am winded procrastination may al- you at least found a parking spot.
:not adverse to the -avante-garde .. low you to get by for one more Now you can take the bus home.
·the uriique . .it stands to reason day. but remember that even:that-I w:ould support a little-folly, tually even the dullest of proGEMINI : Avoid double _talk
:in the world. a little-imanity for- fessors will catch on to your from overly zealous twins ; one of
;the sake of sanity. So I present to_ shady dealings, Tell no one them is a clone. Trust no one re-.
:you here a one-shot twist at the where you hid your crimp notes gardless of hair color and. be
·joke they call your future ; horror when you took your last physical especially carefui when breaking
:scopes. so to speak. _Maybe next fitness test.
a buck at the ~hange machines. It

an input and discussion ori the iddues
of nuclear disarmament.
·fr; Bill Hogan, Clergy and Laity Concerned (CALC)
J:>eter Neu, DuPage County P~ace and Justice Center
Ronelle Mustin
January 31, 1$79, 7:30 ·p.tJ;I., Free Admission .
Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball; 583-6109
· Sponsored by Cathoii~·M inist~ and the,
Newman Com~~nity.
I'

J l-;

in-depth look at recombinant
DNA re.s earch in a program
called " OF MICE ANP MEN
AND E . COLI. " _ManipulatioQ of
genetic struct ures is· potentially
very cjangerous. but it is supported by elite scientific and corporate interests . . Judy . Arraj of
Science for the People. describes
the research · ;ind.,.. some~ of its
dangers . 30min.
THURSDAY FEB. l
At 3 p.m .. WZRD will bring you
a progra m which will focus " ON
LOW LE VE L ION I Z I NG
RADIATION." Every day we all
come in contact with
form ·
of low level radiation and this
show features discussion_on the
subject from Seymour Jablon of
the National Academy of Science
and also Dr. Arthur Tamplin of
. the. Natural Resource . Council

some

and John Villfort of the Bureau of
Radiological Science. 30 min.
At 7 p.m .. WZRD presents a
loo k a t '" THE MEDIC AL
BUSINESS ... Med jcine is n· t
primarily an a rt or .a high calling
but fir st a nd foremost a business
where profit is the . prime considera tion. · This point is emphasized by two hea lth care activists. Howie Berline r · and
Ba rbara Ehre nreich . 30 min.

Throughout our broadcast day. '
WZRD operates on a progressive
free-form-a t in , which ea ch
person has the, opportunity to experiment with new ideas. Tune us
in or bette r yet JOIN US. You can
be contributor without the commitment of doing a weekly show.
For more information contact us
at X 518.

a

is- possible that your name has . your last flight to Cleveland
booked solid, jt would be best to
··hit' list.
stop fooling yourself. Everyone
~ANCER : What can I say? knows that you're a closet TupAvoid' saints wearing raincoats perwareburper. they could tell by
and nuns in leather pants. unless your mannerism the minute the
of course_that's visa-versa. or at Jello that you had in your pocket.
Jeast · generically opposite. A Be open and proud ·of your
. great day to ask that ·special so- ference, · but stay away
the
me.o ne ' for that ·special ' Bagg' s' crowd. Don't trust
something.' If they say no. dump anyone wearing cellophane.
·em!
CAPRICORN : Take time to enjoy the iittle· things· today : date
LEO : Postpone all breathing
until your mind clears: you've
one if you can. The world will be
been sniffing to much peanut butmellow and lush. quiet and soft.
ter again . Best to stay in bed.
but beware of men bearing Billy
preferably your pwn. but reclubs or Billy bear : they' ll mess
member that you' re open to
up a good fantasy everytime. Be
anything . If you still reamin
serene a nd loving . unle s s
depressed from· that bender of otherwise prompted. Squeeze a
last weekend. make a call to dial- chicken if you get lonely.
a- p ra y er and reverse the
AQ UARIUS : Everyone says
charges. It' II drive them crazy!
you look like Beaver Cleaver. but
VIRGO : Even though your
don' t you believe them : your
Northeastern I.D. may look betears a re twice as big as his .
ter than the real you. try and
Basically today will be the pits.
dress up what's left of_yourself.
however. it will get worse. Don' t
Put on that old wedding dress _accept any compliments or affecyou've been saving and dance
tion. especially in the form of
down the Kennedy at rush hour :
checks. Cash should be your only
it'll do you a world of good if you
rule of thumb. and if the thumb
make it to the Foster off ramp. disagr,ee' s. count with your toes.
That is. of Course. if there was a
PISCES : Offend someone you
Foster off ramp.
love today and take heart in the
fact that you're ignorant. lf you ·
SCORPIO : Although you've
discover th.a t _life has . lost . it's
been raised on Andy Hardy movmeaning, check your back
ies and I Love Lucy reruns. now
pockets, you've probably either
is the time to give up the good
misplaced it or just ftnished
life. Lord knows you've- been
smoking it. Forget al;>out survivthrough enough as it is. Take two
ing and just be glad the Coke
Steve Martin albums and call·me
machine didn't rip you.off again.
when you' re excused.
If your . birthday is today just
SAG IT ARIUS : With your-moon remember that tomorrow it
guiding into the sixth'plane and won' t be. It can't get any worse.
been added · to the · computer's

.from
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l
There are two vacancies on the' parking appeals board. Any interestea
students should contact Bob Kosinski in room E-210 or at ext. 501.
before Feb. 5, 1979.

.Foreign Student Advisor to appeal his or her case. 1be student must
make his or her appeal in writing and present it to the Foreign Student
Advisor. Appeals will not be considered after the fact and only prior to
registration, the dropping of a course or the issuance of grades.

The student senate meetings for February will be held on the 5th and
19th in room CC-216 at 7 pm.

You are invited to attend a free introductory session of the STEP pro- .
gram - Systematic Training for Effective Parenting - at Northeastern
Illinois University Commuter Center - Room 216, Thursday, January
25, 1979, from 7:30 to 8:30 P ..M .. For reservations please call : 583-4050
ext. 392.

Pl

There will be a meeting of the'Polish Students' Alliance on Thursday.
February 1st at 1: 00 in room C-2105.

KLAL YISROEL is having its third. Talmud Torah Class ( Jewish Bible
Group) on Tuesday Jan. 30, at 1:00 in CLS 2020. All are welcome .

Parents rarely receive formal training for their role as a parent and
yet this is the most important task in our society.
Let's get into STEP.

HOW TO VALIDATE YOUR RFXiIS'IRA110N
Oil PAY BALANCE DUE
WINTER lffl TRIMFm'ER
Method 1. - MAILin envelope enclosed bottom portion of enclosed
bill or schedule with check or money order on or before February 2.
Payments postmarked after February 2 will be returned.
Method 2 - DROP BOX next to Display Case north of Cashier's Office, Room Dl01A on or before February 2. Enclose bill.
Method 3- BRING bill to Cashier's Office, Room D101 A. 8:30to4:30
Monday thru Friday on or before February 2.

The Feminist Club Meets Thursdays at 1:00 PM in Rm. 0-041. Come
help us plan women's events on campus.

Due to changes under Federal Rules and Regulations from
Immigration and Naturalization Service of the Department of Justice
( published in the Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 22. November 22. 1978)
the following procedure will be in effect as of January 3. 1979:
Immigration will be notified as soon as an F-1 student fails to register for . maintain or complete a minimum of 12 hours as an undergraduate student or 9 hours as a graduate student during the fall or
winter trimesters. This includes dropping courses or receiving grades
of Incomplete or F . Student status checks will be made during each
trimester and at the end of each trimester. If a student feels that his
situation is exceptional.. he may arrange an appointment with the

REGISTRA110N WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT
VALIDATE.
LATE FEE OF $10.00 AFTER FEBRUARY% AND BEFORE
FEBRUARY 7. PAYMENT OF LATE FEE DOES NOT
GUARANTEE ACCEPTANCE.

Cpmmuter Center l]l]~I]
Activities Board ·
(CCABJ
Chicago land's used and
demo Stereo Specialists

Save 40% to 70% off comparable

new prices

by Larry Brittan
Step into the Commuter Center
Activities Board (CCABl today
and insure yourself a trimester of
fun and entertainment. If this
sounds like a sales pitch. your
right. it is! We want you because
our group has been sold on the
virtues of any caring soul interested. in an escape from
boredom . Do you want to be part
of a close knit group with spunk?
Are you willing to cooperate with
others? If you are interested.
CCAB. awaits you.
Unite with us today or tommor.-row or soon . We offer you a
chance to learn the essence of activity planning. a chance to meet
new people and made new
friends . As a member of CCAB
you will be amongst the most ac-

tive people on this campus. You
can choose from a wide selection
of enterprises to undertake ranging from the routine to the exciting. The following is a list of the
people and the CCAB committee
they operate :
l. ARTIST - Teresa Furger
2. COFFEEHAUS - Andre
Glockner
3. CREATIVE TELEVISION
ASSOCIATION - ?
4. DAY CONCERTS - ?
5. LECTURES - ?
6. NIGHT CONCERTS - Phil
Ramos
7. PERFORMING ARTS · Tim
Eannarino
8. PUBLICITY - Larry Brittan
9. ROLL'EM PRODUCTIONSLaura Baldassarra
10. ROVING ARTISTS - Florie

Every piece guaranteed like one of a
kind
Used Specials:

Fike
11. SPECIAL EVENTS - Francine Campbell
12 . SPECIAL INTEREST
MUSIC - John Fitzpatrick
13. UNICORN FILMS - Marvin
Hughes
14. USHER CAPTAIN-?
We have the only campus organization whose student members choose. book and host
events. After all. can you think of
another association that offers
you movies. dances. concerts.
Playfair. video programs. lectures. Talent Shows. Plays.
parties and a chance to get
tickets to outside movies through
a box office. We offer you the
following opportunities to :
l. Improve your communica-

KENWOOD KR5200 ................ $159

DYNACO SCA.80Q . ................. $110
SCOTT R31 S .......................• $99
FISCHER 10"-3 way .............. $35 ea.
EPI 200 ........................ $110 ea.
JUC ULS ....... ; ..................... $89
OHM D .... ............... ...... $125 pair .
FISCHER DOLBY DECK .............• $89
AUDIO ANALYST MS . ~ .......... $149 ea.
DUAL 1214 .......................... $55

Much Much More!!! Complete
systems from $75 to $750
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002 N.
California Chicago 338-TT37

Person-Wolinsky CPA Review Courses
Wait for our Mid-February Start

Don't let other cou,_ ''panic" you into stating now. Our
candidates' suc:cess provn it's just not neceseay. Why down and stat forgetting information long before the eum
takes place?
With other courses you may leave your best efforts in the
classroom. We teach you how to bring them into the eum

OUR SURVEY INDICA~

2 l3

Educational Center
Call Oap EYtnln11 lo Wttktnu

P

SPRING, SUMMER,
- FALL INTENSIVES
COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
GMAT, GRE
NEXT MONTH:
DAT, SAT, LSAT

6216 N. Clark
Chicago, Ill 60660
()12)764-5151

For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cillts & Abroad
Outside NY Stile

CAI.L TOLL FIH: . . .m.na
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NORTHE.A STERN STUDENTS

SENDIN
YOUR BALLOTS!
DIAL-A-EVERYTHING-LIST

STUDENTS SEE MORE MOVIES
TI-IAN ANYONE ELSE!
MAKE YOUR OPINIONS KNOWN TO
THE MOVIE INDUSTRY!

These are recorded messages of informationwhich you
may find useful at some time. Ct.it the list out and keep it
nearyourphoneforhandyreference.

Join the Filmmakers of Tomorrow in Saluting the Hlma'kers of Today
Schools submitting over 100 ballots ~II be eligible for a drawing to win a
brand new Pinball Machine for their Student Activities Center

1. Correct Time ..... . ... . ................. . 228-8000
2. Weather Forecast ........... . ............ 936-1212
3. Ozone Information . . ... ............. . ... 644-9090
4. Dial a Lift for living ......... .. ........... 332-6080
5. Dial a Prayer (St. John 's Lutheran) ........ 736-1166
6. Dial a Unity Message .... . .. ...... . ..... . 488-5129
7. Dial a Thought . ... .. ..... ......... . .... . 487-5152
8. Guideposts for lf"!spiration (Methodist Temple) ..... .

January 30th
8:00, Auditorium

February 1st
8: 00, A-131

All are invited to attend.
call extension 443.

-~ r .

~j
-

·

■■
■

Best Motion Picture 1 9 7 8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

■

■

Best Perform~nc-3 by an Actor 1978 _ _ _ _

____ _______

■

■

·Best Performance by an Actress 1978 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

■

Best Director 1978 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

■

■■

I■
■

■

■■
■

,

■

"STUDENT'S CHOICE AWARDS"

■

■

'

Name of Your S c h o o l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - Fill out and mail by February 15th, 19?9 to:
FOCUS: Student's Choice Awards
1140 Avenue of the Americas
New Yor!<, New York 10036
The Student's Choice Aw~rds are presented in association with the FOCUS '79 Competition, sponsored by NISSAN MOTOR CORPORATION IN U.S.A. - in cooperation

with Playboy Magazine, Universal· Studios, U.S. Tobacco, Allan Carr and The Los
Angeles Marriott Hotel.
.
•

■

■

■
■

■

■
•
■·

.................................
■

■

pie intensely involved in organizmore information call Mike
ing efforts against nuclear
Brown at Ext .. 775 or off-campus
weapons . They are Fr. Bill
at 583-6109.
Hogan of Clergy and Laity Concerned (CALC). Peter Neu from
we threaten and the more we
amass weapons to make the the Dupage County Peace and
This special Snow Comthreat credible. the less secure Justice Center and Ronelle
mand Issue was put out
Mustin . According to Brown.
we feel. "
through the efforts of: Tom
It is with this reflection in mind there is hope of following up this
Grossmayer,
Bill Rzepka, Sue
for Policy Studies in Washington. that Michael Brown of Catholic meeting with involvement in deZelikow, Dan Pierson, and
D.C . ·:The Arms race men- Campus Ministry and the monstrations out at the Arms
D.Q., who without their ven~lity ... rests on some fundamen- Newman Community has or- Bazaar taking place Feb. 18-21 at
turing
out into the snow Wedtal assumptions about ourselves ganized an input and discussion O' hare Exposition Center. and
nesday nite this issue would
as a people --· that we can feel on our role in nuclear disarma- . possibly the formation of coalinever have been made.
secure only if we continually ment for Wednesday. January 31. tion of students enthused about
dramatize the threat of genocide. ' 7:30 pm at the Newman Center. social justice awareness. For
that our national will can be stif- 5450 N. Kimball. The guest
MEN! WOMEN!
fened only by amassing killing speakers will _include three peo- COLLEGE REP WANT.ED to
JOBS
CRUISE SHIPS .
distribute " Student Rate" subscription cards at this . campus.
FREIGHTERS
Events will be presented by the Department of
Good income, no selling involved. ·No experience-. High Pay! See
of January 29th, 1979:
For information and application Europe , Hawaii. Australia. So.
write to : TIME INC .. College America . Winter, Summer! Send
Schubert Series
Bureau, 3223 Ernst St.. Franklin $3.85 for Info. to SEA WORLD ES.
Chamber Music Recital
Box 61035, Sacto. Ca. 95860.
Park. Ill. 60131.
Sylvie Koval, violin

Nuclear _
Disarmament

The following Musical
Music during the week

■•

Official Ballot

■

. . ............. ... ............ . . . ......... . . 346-0958
9. Inspiration Dial Chaplain David . ......... .. 654-891 O
10. Dial a Stock ......... 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 939-1600
11. Dial a Story .. . . .. ....... .... .. .......... 943-2166
12. Slimline (Weight Control) ................ 654-8905
13. Smoker's Dial . ............... . .. . . . .... 654-8900
14. Hearing Test ............. . . . .'.... . . ... 726-4327
15. Nutrition Dial .. . .. .... .. .. ....... . ..... . 654-8915
16. Tel-Med ......, .-: .... . .. .. ........ ·. .. , ... 663-5600
Ask for Tape No. 8 V.D., No. 15 Syphillis, No. 16 Gonorrhea, No. 54 Birth Control.

The • danger of world suicide
from nuclear war looms evermore threatening and no end
seems in sight. The world's supply of nuclear weaponry grows
larger each year while our feeling of true security diminishes.
according· to Dr. Richard J .
Barnet, founder of the Institute

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
■.

power. and that the spiritual and
economic sources of national
strength stand for little. The
hideous irony is that.. . the more

and Guest Artists
Program includes: Sonata (Duo) in A Major,
Trio in B Flat Major, Auf dem Strom,
ancf Shepherd on the Rock.

Marketing Research

Faculty Recital
Jennifer Ichinose, soprano
with Allan Dameron, piano
Program includes works by Richard Strauss,
W. A. Mozart, Brahms, Ives and Debussy

A leading marketing research firm is moving
to Evanston and doubling the scope of its
operations.

Admission i s free.

For further inf6rmatfon

W~~(L(t CDA~~~ (!Ir(D~

Army-Na"): Surplus • Camping Goods
YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN Is IS AT
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago

588-'H90

·

We are currently recruiting Survey Telephone
Interviewers who are people-oriented ; reliable , interested in people's opinions and have
pleasant , friendly voices.
We offer a complete training p'rogram in all
facets of data collection .
You have the choice of working days, nights
and weekend shifts , 24-~7 hours a . week.
Depending on the number of hours that you
select, you may be eligible for group insurance , holidays, and tuition refunds .
Call us at 465-5381 for further information ,
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

STOP IN
AND GIVE US
A TRY!!

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTHING SPECIALIST!!
I

An equal opportunity employer--m/f

\'; ...,. •--· ~ , -, -t•·l
,~ ·-,_---·1 ',,.·· ·-I ,· t, ' · ........
1
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Ice Cast I.es
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papcarn The Soap Gets In Your Ey~s
..
.-

.,. o...........
I am leary of films which conclude with on-screen applause.
They seem to be making sure
that the viewer hasn't missed the
intended heroics on the part of
the main character. Like cue
cards or applause signs for a
television studio they regulate
what they feel ·is the correct
I
response .
Such fil ms as the BILLY JACK
epics. anything · with Sylvester
Stallone. FOUL PLAY. SLOW
DANCING IN THE BIG CITY.
and UNCLE JOE SHANNON find
themselves. too often. guilty of
mood manipulation and/or ego
boosting for the benefit of the
star perf~rmer. .
.
The co me-fr om-behind-·
against-all-odds mentality•. ·or
filmmaking runs the risp of losiryg its 'audiefice to the holes in the
plot or the preposterousness of
the situ~tion. SLOW DANCING is
an exception. perhaps .. only' out
'or personal identification with a
chubby man who pounds a
typewriter winning · the love of
the beautiful ballerina.
The latest entry into the lefsgi ve-this-performance-a-rea ll ybig~hand-f or-overcoming-theirhan'dica p~and-succeeding-to-tryagain schO'ol is ' Columbia
Picture's ICE CASTLES. In
snow bound city we really don·t
have to go 0ut to the show to
watch characters frolic and
cavort in fields and ponds covered with ice and the white stuff.
But the majority of the white
stuff in this film is not snowflakes
but soa pfa lkes as ICE CASTLES
tries to be the year' s fi rst hearttugger . The sensation it does produce has more to do with the
digestive tract than the cardiac
system . fo r this is another
melodra ma tha t is a little hard to
swallow.
The story conce rns a young
ska ter·s chances of becoming a
cha mpion. Although she has
tremendous potential and raw
natural ta lent. she is starting late
in life to begin professiona l training. Appa rently sixteen is over
the hill for the serious competitive ice skater. •
Spotted ·in a local contest by a
media hungry hotshot coach

t played by the cool. elegant Jennifer Warren) . the young skater
is faced with the problems of
coming from the small town
boonies of Waverly. Iowa. tone of
those one snowmobile towns )° and
breaking loose from the two
strong male relationships on ..
which she is near ·totally dependent: her father t Tom Skerritt l

father. ICE CASTLES is amther
in the let's dwnp on Robbie
Benson movies.
The girlfriend. played by the
Chicago
born Lynn-Holly
Johnson . seeks the bright lights
of sports commentators Brian
Dockett t Dav id Huffman .
Stailone's best friend in F.LS.T.l
~ d what his special, media cov-

furniture through an out-of-focus
lens. and throw tantrums in the
attic. Benson returns with the ·
scheme to get her out of the
dwnps and back on the ice.
With the aid of her first skating
coach t Colleen Dewhurst) and
her father ,' they reswne training
with the goal of once more competing ·against her peers. This

MIRACLE WORKER with Rita
Moreno. Her experience as Helen
Keller obviously helped in her
characterization as Lexie.
When asked whether she felt
ICE CASTLES was a believable
movie · she answered quite
positively . " Sure. You have to remember that (the character)O
has skated before. And that she

a
"Robbie Benson couples his ice skating talent with his acting ability."

Lynn-Holly Johnson prepares for the filming of a highly ~atic
scene in "Ice Castles."
and her boyfriend played by Robbie Benson.
Benson has always come
across as an extremely sensitive
but earnest whimp who usually
ends up on the wrong side of a
happy ending. One of the few successes was in ONE ON ONE
which he co-wrote with his

erage can do for her career.
Havi ng' comm i tt,e d the
dangerous and significant sin of
hubris. she is struck down in her
prime by virtual blindness which
results from an unscheduled
skating accident.
Her career finished. she returns home to mope. throw

•

\

With joyful achniratioa, Colleen Dewblll'St and Tom Skerritt watch the successful skating display"~
Lynn-Holly Johnson.

comeback is staged without redidn't go tqtally blind. Also there
vealing the knowledge that Lexwas a lot of practice;_ involved
ie. the skater. is 90 percent blind.
before the final performance (in
If you' re reaching for your
the film ) . They could have
handkerchiefs right about this
showed · that but it would have
moment. t his could be your cup
been pretty boring."
of tea . ICE CASTLES features a
The film spent nine weeks in
group of likeable arid talenMinnesota and three weeks in
tednperformers. Their. spirit is
Colorado at Broadmoor. where
willing but the ice of the
Lynn-Holly .herself trained for
screenplay is a little thin.
five summers.
One performer who is a total
delight is Diane Reillyas. the
One might asswne that with
motor mouth skater who
Lynn-Holly' s experience on the
befriends Lexie at the Broadice she would have had more anxmoor World Arena. an Olympics iety over her acting than .her
training stadium. She is a
skating for the picture, but this is
welcome breath of comic relief in
not the case.
this soa per that too often takes
"I was more n~rvous for the
itself too seriouslya.
ska ting. " she revealed-. in the
The foc us character who publicist's office. "than the actspends much of the second half of ing, because they figured they
· tne movie out of focus is the nine- , could count on the skating. That
teen-year old Lynn-Holly put extra pressure on me for the
Johnson . Raised in Glenview. II- skating. In the acting everyone
linois. she attended Niles North was just helping me."
where she p·uts it. "engaged in a
The young actress-skater. who
constant battle to try to get out of was chosen for the role over such
school for skating. Not that I names as Tatum O'Neal and
wanted to skip school. "
Jodie Foster. when it was deThe blon de and pretty cided that the skating would not
performer who was born without
be dubbed in for a known young
the hyphen between Lynn and
actress , currently lives in L.A.
Holly woul'd spend six hours a
She has a three picture deal with
day in training. two before Columpia and will CO!'}tinue in
classes arid four hours after this profession "as long_ as I lil<e
school doing figure skating and
it."
free style routines.
Far from bei!1g spoiled by all
The praceice and training paid
the recent attention
she is
off. She was hired by the Ice
careful about her public image.
Capades and spent seven months
Upon viewing a promotional
in one of their traveling comphotograph which showed her in
panies before being selected for
a slightly unsophisticated ~
the film .
with just the hint of cleavage. she
This is her first motion picture,
took the picture and c;lestroyed it.
although ~s a child she did some
:' It's not me and it's not the
commercials a nd starred at the
character in the fil m ."
Ivanhoe -in a production of THE
The interview was over.

Rose :

.\,, free elas,illeds \

If I were you I would be careful of
those BRONCOS they could be
dangerous! What is your secret
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·eommo Cozzi "l".

Hope ~re ~l~ be ~iles ~

'

CCAeh .

4

!::i:~:u!:~~:!wS::·~! •. · ~-- ,
for such a clear complexion. I talktome . . ,
.. ,
· would like to know. Picking up -1
CornmoCozzi '.' 2"
(Continued from page 4)
guy is enough but picking up 7
.
· tion
skills·, .2.. Learn·. how .to or~_.
. ' ·,,
'
guys is a little bit too much!
Killer.
Fox.
.. . . :, ·
;,:: <'gani7*- an~ ruri·:a .committee; 3,
A ZANDA LOVER . . Ones. Twos·.·Threes. and Fours. -~ 'Develop entertainment series; 4,
We have . a problem at hand .
There is a bug ( of the camera
,.
. Jjg J>ubliei:r.e an act.; 5. Learn how to
Mary,
type) floating around the office.
' '"
. ' : :;_, 1 ~
-acts; Attend conventions;'
"r
.,
•
.
...
.
i. G<i to"receptfons; 8. Learn how
, Something must be done before Have you. had any zanda on the Professional Heckler Noi 1. .
APARTMENT FOR RENT
rocks lately? I hear you've been Guess what? I nor: anyone else is ·· . to balance · budget; 9. Become
Availabl"e February
1979. he holds our organization for
intercepting some passes lately upset with you. Surpri:r.ed? Don't elected by your peers to the posiblackmail.
What
say
we
get
Cheap Rent. No Utilities. 5 min.
on Northwestem's football field!
be - after all. what are sisters .tiQll of Chairperson d. your
busy?
walking distance from school.
FREAK OUT!
Official Leg Breaker WOW!
for?
dtosen- committee, thus becomExtras include: -Pool. exercise
BAAAAABY!
. Prp. _ij. N?· 2 . ,iiig a .,v~ting Board ~ ~ ;) 10.
room. 583-4299. Hours: 8-12 Noon
Signed.
-~ ~ Meet 'Wen known entertainers;
or after 10 p.f!l . Ask.for Rev. Neal To All:
'
'
Zanda
three
times
a day''
Battlestar
Galactica:
11. Make new friends; 12 Learn
RFO
EHT
CFAT
HATT
OYU
Buckpasser ..
'
EERBTHOD OT GIRUFE SIHT P .S. Is it true that absence makes I'm really glad I have you to con- how to do art work; 13. Be
fide in. That Close Encounter Master. of.Ceremonies for an acESGAMES: OYUREAAMEPIR the heart grow fonder?
blasted me-into another galaxy. tivity.
PTECUSS RFO HET TENMLA
And, I hope Apollo will get rid of
The Commuter Center Ac- ·
ANNABAS BLUC . JTUS To a Wild-N:Crazy Girl.
SEPREXS UROY ESTRENIT NI "What do you mean?" I hope that , the Cylonette and join our Star tivities Board is for those who •
you think of me as much as I Fleet soon. Shazbat!
want to -assert their uniqueness
HETTRINP
. . SONALPERS.
'
think
of you. and I hope that I' II
Nanu Nanu ( because our belief is in :YO'H'
A Representative
always be able· to make you feel
GARAGE WANTED: VICINITY
right· to be different) to express
· better when you are feeling blue.
OF KIMBALL &BRYN MAWR. To E-ON-A-Moo-Noo.
Batgirl:
yourself creatively and receive
AW-N-CGuy It seems to me that you better satisfaction or earned priveleges'
CONTACT TIM BOGUE DAYS If you look closely at this
832-0981 EVENINGS 267-6867
hurry and ask some of your in return for service. Join in our
personal column. you will find
Superhero friends ( or even experience to enlighten. enterthat it is filled with "subliminal BILLR.
RIDE NEEDED
seduction". Sinful...but what can I HOPE YOU HA VE A TER- aliens l to join in and save The tain, and inform the various stuR IF IC BIRTHDAY ON · Day.
From: Pratt & California and- lsay! !
dents, faculty and staff at UNI.ol
TUESDAY. ,
Back
Robin the interesting. and provocative
LOVE.
When: Five days a week
activities that CCAB offers. ·
· Wondering.
DEBIE
Time: 8:00a.m. to4 :00p.m.
Barbara:
Thank's for_ the concern about
. WILLPAY!!
The Board has the following
I REALLY appreciate you listenRalph . He is doing fine .. .he does
positions
open for any interested
Please call Lottie. Ext. 320. 321.
ing
to
me.
I
hope
all
goes
well
this
have a nasty headache though.
ATTENTION PHOTO BUFFS!!!
student:
or 322. or stop by offic•e B-104!
time. and you become legal.
He told me that' he will never
The Yearbook Staff would like-a
Finally!
smoke again. He isn't really corfew to drop by and see what they
( l. l Creative Television AsArthur
rupt.
s ~ c i at ion (CTVA) ': The
- ca_n do for the coming
Baldi
yearbook! ! ! !
chairperson of this committee
Andy's Disco Muffler.
,.
would provide video programTO ALL ...
Promise not to paint your car ming for UNI with the help d. a
FLORIE.. ...
,
The Mental Bananas have a
Please connect me with the Top yellow or checkered.
committee that he or she
' _ secretary. She claims to be
Hot Child in the City re~ruits; keeping programs .
Banana!
normal. ·but we know that it isn't
Blackmailer a.k.a. B.S. Man
within the btldget:
true.
After all...only someone a
To Batman and the "wounde<f
SKI BOOTS AND ICE SKATES (2. l Day Concerts: A person is
EXCELLENT CONDITION - little strange would do a "SURFS Interested -iri doing something Batmobile,
needed to look into promotional
LADIES SIZE 6. BEST OFFER. · UP! ! ! " in a crowded office.
with the PRINT??? Drop by the Hope · everything is going good
materials fo determine what
Official Leg Breaker????
338-3594 h venings or ext. 301.
Print Office, Student Senate Of~ with the hospitalization of the kinds of c~rts can be brought
fice. or even C.C.A.B. to get more Batmobile you should remember to UNI within a limited budget.
2nd Banana
<:ount on Robin and me to Such a person works with com- - - -·----informa tion. Ii. few ofllie Pniit's you can
. /
Don't feel left out. here is - a
members are in the Senate here :room m.
mittee members ~ band personel
Batgirl to run the show.
personal for you too!!!! Doesn't at U.N.I. while there is a publici.,
that make ygu feel better? By the ty build-up being done . at
(3.l Ushers are needed at $35
w11y. are you going out for the top C.C.A.B. via the Publicity Com- Disco Lady,
per four ( 4l events but are eligijob? Do I smell a revolt?
mittee. Writers are not the only I believe there will more happi- ble (!>r payment for only those
Unicorn Cowboy
No Name Nessary
ness this time around. Just re- . chosen four.
ones invited to ask questions!
·
You are 'always so "in control" of
member to go for it!
(4.)
New
members
are desired
things.' When are you going to let
Let's Trade Places by all CCAB committees in order
ATTENTIONMARYB. VALE.
loose and get ··messed up"?
Official Leg-Breaker:
Concerning your "item" .. .please
to keep our ,organization flexible
Ho~- have you been protecting go to security.
Coach•
and
growing.
REDUON.
Ralph ( Arf! Arf! l from the ConRicky Thanks for the side line advice. It
( 5. l Lectures committee needs
SAW YOUR . SMILING FACE
certs Committee Chairperson
helps to know your coach is a chairperson: Such a person
AGAIN. THA~ SENSUAL
tnightsi? ?? Please reply as I Do YOU Believe in Car Pools???
behind you all the way. Coaches wo_
1,1ld scan the available
VOICE AND GORGEOUS have a bat you can use in guardand
friends like you are special
I
would
like
a
driver
to
pick
me
literature
on current lecturers in
' BODY. · NOW THAT I• HAVE
ing poor Ralph (Arf! Ari! l 'from up on Fullerton and Pulaski on people.
the nation and choose some inYOUR ATTENTION FROM
yet another pounding attack.
LOVE. dividuals to speak at UNI on uniweekdays at 9:00 that is going
EVERYWHERE. I HOPE. JUST
Your favorite rookie Ql\e or contraversial topics. ComA Concerned here at UNI. Please contact
WANTED TO SAY HI!!!
Anthropological Classmac Richard Vega at Ext. _C.C.A.B.
mittee members must be found
THE LAST ROSE
Dutchess.
and all programs the group comRalph (Arf!. Arf!l of C.C.A.B.'s BAAANAAANAAAAAAAA! ! !
Glad to have you back among our es up with must be within the
DOMINICK. ·
world of Mascots:
I am a little crazy. but aren't kingdom .
budget.
YOU'RE A REAL ClITIE AND
Please forgive Phil. Next time you?? You must be because you
Now that you know a little bit
I'M GLAD· YOU STICK UP FOR though bife him!!!
are where I am. See - you soon. SAS.
about the Commuter Center AcME. AT TIMES I NEED IT
Remember Mee???
Let's go to a place that is not tivities Board you . can unStay good because I am the:
MORE · THAN YOU KNOW.
< I carried you for a short disclastrophobic. ok?
'
Official
Leg
Breaker
derstand the role of at least one
THANK YOU. YOU'RE A REAL
tance 1-12-791
OZARK student organization on campus.
SINCERE PERSON AND
HAIL TOP B~ANA! ! !
You pay for our existence,
TIIERE'S NOT MANY LIKE Thanks to Burt and also Lauri for
' mnaca,Do you always have to therefore we investigate and plan
May
the
bananadom
bow
to
your
THAT AROUND.
the ride to my Fotomat occupa- . ever mystical powers . . When is ' have such a blast out of life. Can't activity programs that would be
BARBARA
tion!
· the next fit of crazyness coming? you settle for Scope?
too costly for you or even a small
I
Didn' t everybody see C.C.A.B.'s
ComeGum group of you to afford. If you atI want to be prepared.
photo album-yet?
Carrie.
,Signed from me
tend our events or any student
Watch out for hungry elephants
TonyH.
,activity on the UNI premises you
playing frisbee in park. in dark Carol.'
I'm glad you come and visit me. end up getting more than your
IRISH.
Keep those fingers typing! ! !
Please
understand the way I am. money's worth. You are able to
driveways. DANGEROUS.
Great raquetball last Saturday. I
, A Writer had a super time. Let's do it very different and quite bizzarre. ;benefit from the collective stuLove.
Gail
Your Secret Admirer dent fees used to bring you well
again real soon.
Isn't anyone at the box office?
A.I.W.
known ·. acts and entertainers to
Did you hear that Box OfKing Cook.
NanuNanu,
P.S. The cookies were delicious.
you---the Northeastern Illinois
I
You look so cute in your Roy fice???!!! I need some tickets
Since we now have more Apollo's 'University student. Get involved- Rogers P.J.'s. You have to show and where in the -- were you???
and Starbucks· to deal with. . do -you have your own money too
Sal.
You better look at your time I don't know what has made .you you think we can do it? Or must lose if you become apathetic, yet
1.,1<; the rest of your collection.
LOVE schedule. A Stude?t 11tat wasd In change but I , really love you for we have golden Ambrosia to help, you lose nothing if you come to
2 late-night admirers Need!!!
it. It's so nice to have a friend
us and some jaw cream as well? the various activities we have
like you. You have turned into an 1be magic number is still one.
planned for you. Why? Because
. Bobby-Bob-Robert-Whatever. Who h{lS LOCKER No. m in the absolute angel.
'Battlestar Galactica admission is free to all UNI stubut I like Bobert.
Science Building????
Your -;-1 Fan
dents for CCAB events. Join in
Try not to get your sweater too Kathy of the FRENCH CLUB
our experience to enlighten. enLauri,
dirty. Gooq luck bowling. you'll FAME;
S.
· Do you see your other message tertain and inform one another.
need it! ! Try to break a 135.
Are you French?
Don't let pear-shaped people get
on this page?
Once again, contact us at CCAB,
The One Who Embarr~ You.
A CREATIVE
INDIVIDUAL
you upset. They aren't worth cry.
'
Ricky ~205 above the Book Nook or
'' t ,, -1 b \.. 1--:, 1,t n '1 . . ..
' 0 ,
call ext-, 505 or 506. Do it Today! • • , • • • 1
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Blue Demons Possess
Golden Eagles

sports
by Dick Quagliano
The women's basketball team.
playing their first game in over a
month . were severly trounced by
a good DePaul team 81-49. This
dropped the Golden Eagles record to 5-3. while the Blue
Demons increased the record to

points a game. hit three buckets
on the Eagles next three trips
down the floor, and Michelle
Rotondo hit two more as the
Eagles cut the Blue Demon lead
to four . But unfortuanately for
the Golden Eagles. that was the
closest they would be for the rest
of the game.
DePaul. substituting freely .
early in the first half. ran out to a
39-22 halftime lead. This was
helped by the fact that the Blue
Demons shot a sizzling 55% from
the floor while the Eagles could
only muster 28%.
DePaul started the second half

9-2.

The Golden Eagles were never
really in the game as DePaul
jumped to a quick 8-2 lead. The
Blue Demon lead bulged to 18-4.
but that's when sophomore guard
Ka'ren Reykjalin began her
shooting spree. Reykjalin. · who
was averaging over sixteen

with its original starting team
which included former all-stater
JoAnn Feirereisel who led the
Blue Demons with 14 points. With
this starting team back in. the
Eagles actually played better.
for a while. But with DePaul putting in fresh bodies and the
Eagles with their long layoff due
to the incliment weather. it
became . too much. The Blue
Demons blew the game wide
open as their hot field goal shooting continued.
The game would have been
completely · dominated by the
Blue Demons if it weren' t for

Karen Reyjkalin. Karen led all
scorers with 26 points she hit 13
out of 25 shots from the field .
Coach Amie Lewis said after
the game. " The girls had a long
layoff and that was the major reason for such a lopsided score.
We piay them again in late
February, and hopefully it will be
a much better game."
The Golden Eagles have their
next home .game Wednesday
against Carthage College. The
Eagles should be much better
prepared for the game and the
fans could expect a better game.

DEPAUL (81)
Jaksy 2 4-4 8; Slowik 1 2-3 4;
Bryniarski 2 0-1 4; Hockett 4 0-0
8; Feiereisel 7 0-0 14; Mitchell 1
1-2 3; Connors l 0-0 2; Potratz 2
2-4 6; Pavar 60-0 1 2; ·Robinson 4
1-2 9; Brinkman 4 1-2 9. TOTALS
3511-1881
UNI (49)
Jones O 1-2 1; Porter O 2-2 2;
Quinn l 04 2; Leyva O0-2 O; Reyjkalin 13 0-2 26 ; Rotondo 2 1-2 5;
Oss l 1-2 3; Noworolnik 4 0-2 8;
Defligia 1 0-0 2. TOTALS 23 5-16 49
Total Fouls : DePaul 17 UNI 15
Halftime: DePaul 39 UNI 22

With all the snow will they ever be any room to Skate.

~

~

~

The Quagmire
-

-

The Varsity basketball ,team .
showing steady improvement.
won their first Chicago College
Basketball Conference game last
Tuesday as the Golden Eagles
defeated the Saints of St. Francis
College 86-78. This brought the
Eagles record to 4-9 and 1-2 in
the conference.
The game started out with the
lead changed hands five times in
the first seven minutes. Then the·
Saints. sporting" a hot hand hit
four unanswered buckets ·and ran
their lead to 22-14.
The St. Francis lead peaked to
13 points and it appeared that it

would be another long night for
the Eagles and their fans . With
three and a half minutes to go in
the first half, St. Francis went into a stall. But the Eagle defense

.

~

which has been showing vast improvement would not sit back.
Steals by Phil Schaeffer and Eric
Sawyer and an Eagle defense
that would not let St. Francis inside for the " easy" shot brought
the Eagles to within three at 44-41
at the half .
The Eagles continued their
comeback as the second half
t:>egan: Within a minute a jumper
by Lenard Robertson put the
Eagles on top. The lead seesawed back and forth as each
team tried to take command.
Then with nine minutes remaining. reserve guard Michael
Turner took over. The junior

from Providence-St. Mel hit four
out of his next five shots as the

Eagles pulled out in front.
,With Turner leading the way

Eagles Christen Saints
the Eagles opened up a seven
point lead. And as Turner cooled
off Eric Sawyer got hot. Sawyer
hit two and the Eagle lead was
76-66. The Eagle victory was
sealed as guard Michael Weiz.
who was high scorer for the
Saints fouled out.
A balanced scoring attack led
the Eagles as four players hit
double figures . Michael Turner
lead all scorei:s with 18. He was
followed by Eric Sawyer with 17.
Lenard Robertson with 12 and
Phil Schaeffer with 10.
Coach Schultz said. " We've
been concentrating on defense in
practice and I have been pleased
on the way we've been playing. If
our defense continues to improve
we could surprise some people."
And it is not hard to see what

Schultz is saying. The team has
looked better. not only on defense
but on offense as well. With the
addition of Lenard Robertson
and Elvis Whitehead. th~ Eagles
have the rebounding power that.
they have sorely missed. And
with freshman Brian Fanning
coming off the bench and the return of Marcus Dillard the
Eagles really could surprise
some people.
The next home game is Tuesday against Chicago State. Ti()
off against the first place cougars
will be 7: 30.
My Ptcks : I did pretty well in
the playoffs, picking Dallas and
Pittsburgh to make it to the
Super Bowl. But here is where I
faltered . I took the defending
champs Cowboys by the Score of

27-21. Obviously I was wrong.
This brought my final season record including playoffs to 1~92
62%.
A last word about the Super
Bowl : Don' t blame Jackie Smith.
True he did miss the pass. but to
blame the whole game on him is
not only not fair but unjusti,.ed.
The Dallas fumbles or missed
tackles could also be pointed to
as well as the fact that the pass to
Jackie Smith was low. Yes it was
a great game, but to blame the
loss on one person is uncalled for.
THE GOLDEN QUAIL
AW ARD this week goes to Karen
Reyjkalin for her performance
against DePaul last Tuesday.
Karen was 13-25 from the floor in
a losing cause as she led all
scorers with 26 points.

